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The A.H. Brown Public Library design is basically English medieval with 
Jacobethan Revival windows and a Neo-classical entrance. The mixture of styles was 
common during the eclectic period of architecture from which this building belongs.

The basic construction plan is a steep-pitched, stepped cross gable structure 
with the left or west facade projecting out further from the wall's surface than the 
east facade. An engaged chimney on the rear facade scales the height of the library 
and tops the gable's peak.

The building's facing materials consist mostly of a light brown brick and some* 
similarly stained cement. The latter material appears above the front facade's 
window in a plaque that says "The A.H. Brown Public Library" and also in the 
surrounds of the building's openings. A belt-course of brick is found in each gable.

Windows and doors provide the structure its most interesting features. The front 
entry has an Adamesque appearance with simulated pilasters, a pediment, a fanlight, 
and a simulated round arch with keystone. It projects outward from the wall's surface 
and contains the foyer. The rear has a superimposed brick appearance with a brick 
pedimental surround; it is an excellent display of brick work.

The building's fenestrations are highly irregular especially in size. Windows on 
the west facade are a great deal smaller in height than those on the east. The prior 
openings appear in groups of twos; are double hung and are four sash over four sash. 
While the latter have a single window, and groups of two bracketing a group of three 
windows, all are double hung with a six sash over six sash division. A large front 
window has sidelights and is double hung with two sashes. One six sash opening, and 
an extremely small window appear on the rear facade. All of these fenestae are heavily 
adorned with muntin, have lugsills and almost merge into the roofline.

Some amenities for the building include a corner lot, landscaping and a park-like 
backyard. This 1929 building appears to be in excellent condition and has a picturesque 
setting.
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The A.H.Brown Public Library is significant to Mobridge architecturally, education^ 
ally, and in the social humanitarian context. It prgvides a good example of the type 
of architecture prevalent during the eclectic period: The library borrows from the - 
classical, Jacobethan, and English Medieval modes. The library has been and continues 
to be a purveyor of educational material to the community. Also the building is 
important because it represents the philanthropy of A.H.Brown, a successful local bus 
inessman. Although this 1929 library is not quite fifty years old, it is still one 
of Mobridge 1 s most important buildings, and it should be placed on the National Register 
of Historic Places.

Mbbridge's first public library opened in July of 1922 in the Mascot Theater 
building. After its first year it had 663 volumes and seven hundred dollars in cash 
and had a full time, trained librarian. It moved twice before it became on this 
corner lot.

The city library board had purchased two lots for the future site of a new library. 
They had hoped to receive a Carnegie grant. However, A.M. Brown, a local businessman 
offered the city two lots and a building that would cost between ten and twenty 
thousand dollars. The city agreed to give him their lots, promised to maintain it as a 
library forever, and accepted the condition that made the building available to all 
Walworth County and not just Mobridge.

With these conditions met, Brown had his architect, George Possum of Aberdeen, 
South Dakota, draw up his plans, with Leora Lewis, director of the South Dakota Free 
Library Commission helping on certain aspects of library construction. Construction 
began in 1929 and the structure was dedicated on November 17, 1930. At that time it 
contained 4,000 books and by 1956 the number had risen to 12,000.

Brown died in 1941 and it was at this time the city formally adopted the name 
"The A.H. Brown Public Library". He was the first citizen of the state to have presented 
such a building to a community. The library has become a monument to one of Mobridge 1 s 
most important pioneers.
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